Internship abroad

With a new software solution audio CC revolutionized and changed the market of radio advertising forever. In contrast to the traditional planning process, where radio stations were selected by hand and decisions were made based on the planners’ experience, our software utilizes an artificial intelligence to aid those tasks in order to find the best radio campaign for our customers.

The foundation of our IT company is a strong team out of excellent software development enthusiasts. To expand possibilities, we need you as

**System Administrator Intern (m/f/d)**

in Düsseldorf, Germany.

You will work with our team of software developers to ensure that all our systems, both in our office network and in the data centres, radio stations and advertisers, are always fail-safe and available with sufficient capacity.

Your task here is not - unless of course it is necessary - troubleshooting but ensuring that problems and errors have no effect on the overall system, rather that these are reported immediately to our team, so that the system can then be switched back to fail-safe operation with clearly defined instructions.

You will also be responsible for compiling the updates for the servers at the radio stations, media agencies and advertising customers and will also set up new servers if you wish to work in the field.

Even here you use automation tools such as Ansible and develop suitable scripts.

What more do we offer?

- **1.600 €/month**
- **organizing your accommodation**
- **paying your flights**
- **takeover if the performance is good**
- permanent employment in a fast-growing business
- small team allows for extensive lateral communication and the chance to make your work count
- roots in IT and passion within the whole business
- short update intervals
- 1.500 EUR annually for free disposal to update your own IT equipment
- the opportunity to spend 10 percent of your time at the business at your own projects to benefit our team in the long run
What do we expect from you?

The most important for us is a good knowledge of system administration. It should be easy for you to set up applications and link them with the help of suitable scripting languages. We usually use open source technologies. Most applications are developed in-house, based on technologies such as Node.js, HTML5, Electron, MySQL and C++ in particularly efficient locations. Our development environments are built on Linux, Git and Ansible.

We would like to get to know you!

Did we convince you? If that’s the case, please send your application documents to:

Theresa Ortmann
hr@audio-cc.com